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Wall Street Journal executive Washington editor Jerry Seib provides insight into the race for 270 electoral votes. Congressional leaders plan to get the right to work on it. How soon could you get the money? While almost every financial planner out there continues to advocate a diversifying mantra, Jason DeBolt, a former Google and current Amazon
employee, has taken a decidedly different approach. Tight spreads, high leverage, a powerful platform – your gear to rock the forex marketInvestor Business DailyBiden stimulus buzz can be waning as the market rally had a healthy pullback. So is Tesla. Qualcomm and JPMorgan are close to buying points. Bitcoin's main mining operation, Bitmain, has filed
for becoming a public company in 2018 with a market capitalization of $40-50 billion. This attempt to go public at HKSE ultimately failed.* This weekend's Barron's cover story offers thoughts and stock picks from barron's last roundtable. * Other top articles explore cutting edge in biotech stocks, remote bubble forecasting and growing corporate political
activism. * Also the prospect of a struggling retailer, luxury homebuilder, oil giant and more. Cover story Welcome to the roaring '20s, but perhaps not for stocks, our experts say Lauren R. Rublin offers thoughts from 10 investment professionals at the Barron's Roundtable on how lofty valuations could limit market profits this year. The article contains nine
stock picks from a roundtable. See if Walt Disney Co. (NYSE: DIS) is one of them. Connor Smith's GameStop stock doubled last week - but challenges remain pointing out that Barron's recently claimed that GameStop Corp.'s (NYSE: GME) shares looked pricey at $18 but are now nearly $40. See why the downbeat view of the video game retailer's actions
remains the same. The Intel's new CEO has a tough task, Max A. Cherney makes the case that Pat Gelsinger's most pressing problem will solve manufacturing problems at Intel Corporation (NASDAQ: INTC). See why it's not easy to fix for a company that has long insisted on doing things in-house. The pandemic reminded people of the means that space
and amenities in their homes have real value. So he says: Why the Toll Brothers is starring on Andrew Bary's 'Single-Family Supercycle'. See why Barron's believes Toll Brothers Inc. (NYSE: TOL) can build on the housing boom, as the nation's largest luxury home builder offers rising returns and low valuations. In Bill Alpert's Rare Speed, Gene Editing
seems like Biotech's new cutting edge, the focus being on why stock companies wield tools that allow them to edit DNA and attack genetic diseases and cancers are suddenly hot. Are Crispr Therapeutics AG (NASDAQ: CRSP) or Editas Medicine Inc( NASDAQ: EDIT) worth a look now? 3M stock is unloved and underrated. Here's why it might above, by Ben
Levisohn discusses why 3M 3M (NYSE: MMM) shares could be poised to ride the economic recovery. After all, the conglomerate produces the adhesives, abrasive substances and chemicals that companies need to be able to do what they do. See also: Benzinga's weekly bulls and bears: AMD, Marathon, Tesla, Uber, Walgreens and MoreA reputable
investor claims that stocks are too high, the Fed's promise of low interest rates is just a nice story, and Wall Street is always positive, according to Jack Hough's Jeremy Grantham bubble forecast is an outlier. Is he right? See what Barron thinks will come next for the likes of General Motors Company (NYSE: GM) and Procter & Gamble Co. (NYSE: PG). At
The Company's New Activists After Capitol Riot, Leslie P. Norton examines how recent events have spurred U.S. corporations, from Amazon.com, Inc. (NASDAQ: AMZN) to Chevron Corporation (NYSE: CVX), to wade decisively into politics with a range of activist initiatives. Avi Salzman's Dow fell to Exxon Mobil in August. But as oil prices rise, so does its
shares, explaining why it looked like Exxon Mobil Corporation (NYSE: XOM) might have to cut its dividend, but now rising oil prices give it time to cut costs and its $65 billion debt. Find out why Barron says Wall Street gives it a second look. Also this week Barron's: * 2020 Barron Roundtable Report Card * Experts on how Biden can fix COVID-19 vaccine
rollout * How much presidents actually affect the economy * ESG activists' new focus on diversity in corporate leadership * What's next now that fear has come to the markets * What the outgoing administration meant to the economy * Whether higher taxes on dividends for the best earners are coming * Why bridges maximize Social Security benefits should
be incorporated into the 401 (k) with * How Mexican resorts were during the pandemic creative At the time of writing this article, the author had no position in the above mentioned events. Keep up with all the latest news and business ideas after Benzinga on Twitter.Photo by Mike Mozart on Flickr.See more from Benzinga * Click here for options stores from
Benzinga * Noteworthy Insider buys last week: Conagra Brands Plus lots of biotech activity * Benzinga weekly bulls and bears: AMD, Marathon, Tesla, Uber, Walgreens and more (C) 2021 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights reserved. Experts are nearing a quantum advantage, with unimaginable computing power that
could unlock the true potential of machine learning (Bloomberg) - The U.S. government has notified several suppliers of Huawei Technologies Co. that it's revoking their license to cooperate with a Chinese company and rejecting other applications in the final days of President Donald Trump, Reuters reported, citing unidentified people familiar with the matter.
Currently licensed suppliers that have been notified include Intel Corp, Reuters said. Addition The ministry said it intended to deny a significant number of applications for an export license to Huawei, according to an email obtained by the news agency. Representatives for Intel and the U.S. Department of Commerce did not immediately respond to requests
from Bloomberg News seeking comment. The latest move against Huawei is likely to be the Trump administration's latest blow to weakening the Chinese telecommunications giant and draw attention to how the incoming Biden administration is approaching U.S.-China relations. Asian chip shares and Huawei suppliers, including Samsung Electronics Co.,
Tokyo Electron Ltd., Advantest Corp. and Lasertec Corp. they slipped 1% to 4% in early Monday trading. Intel was among a small group of firms that the U.S. government approved for doing business with Huawei, which put on its so-called list of entities a threat to national security in May 2019. The Trump administration's sanctions cut Huawei off from
business-critical relations with similar companies to Alphabet Inc.'s Google, which provided Android software on hundreds of millions of Huawei smartphones, and Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co. for its high-end chips. Huawei relied on Intel much less, primarily for its servers and consumer laptops. A representative for the Chinese company did not
immediately respond to a request for comment. Read more: Trump's Chinese onslaught leaves key decisions for Biden Trump escalating his campaign to curb China's technological growth as his term nears. Xiaomi Corp., another smartphone and consumer electronics retailer, was among nine firms added to the U.S. Department of Defense's list of
companies with alleged ties to the Chinese military, a move that will limit U.S. investment in its securities. Other companies include state-owned aircraft manufacturer Commercial Aircraft Corp. China Ltd., or Comac, which is China's central objective of creating a narrow-dimensional aircraft that can compete with Boeing Co. airbus SE. The profile of target
companies, even in recent announcements on Thursday, is staggering. They include China's three largest telecommunications firms, its top chipmaker, its biggest social media and gaming players, its first two smartphone makers, its main Deepwater energy explorer, its leading military aerospace supplier, its leading drone maker and its primary commercial
aircraft manufacturer. While the scale of Trump's unprecedented actions has smedued markets, a complete showdown of their influence largely depends on President-elect Joe Biden. His incoming administration will have the power to either maintain, remove or further tighten restrictions. Read more: U.S. Blacklists Xiaomi in Expanding Assault to China
Tech (Update with Shares of Third Paragraph)For more articles like this, us at bloomberg.comSubscribe now stay ahead with the most trusted source of business reports.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.Hexavest of Montreal declined each of its positions in Apple, Intel and Microsoft shares, and launched a small position in electric vehicle firm Nio in the fourth quarter.
Bloomberg reported this weekend on the boom that is shaping up in commodity markets. What happened: Investors are moving from a bullish stock market to areas further abroad in search of yields in a very low interest rate environment. Commodities haven't been so sexy since the mid-2000s, when China was stocking everything from copper to cotton,
Bloomberg reports. The story points to several developments: *JPMorgan Chase &amp; Co. (NYSE: JPM) recommends moving away from bonds toward materials * Hedge fund bets at the highest level in a decade totaling nearly $120 billion * Agricultural markets also up more than 30% in the last decade * Corn at a seven-year high * soybeans and wheat at
their highest prices since 2014 * Copper has the potential to rally 20% to more than $10,000 a metric ton, according to Francisco Blanch, Head of Global Commodity Research at Bank of AmericaQuick Ways, How to jump: If it makes it itch to get into action, then here are three ETFs and two copper funds, that can give you exposure to the metals and
agriculture that we have gathered by asking around Benzinga employees for some quick ways to place bets. Note that this is by no means a comprehensive list, but some easy ways to buy if you think these commodities will continue their growth. * Invesco DB Agricultural Fund (NYSE: DBA) With $691.8 million in assets under management, it's one of the
largest ETFs that holds real agricultural commodities. Its 26-week rate of return is 20.79%, according to the ETF database. Its share price has risen 20.79 per cent in the past six months and closed at $16.56 last week. * For an ETF that has agricultural stocks, the largest is the VanEck Vectors Agrobusiness ETF (NYSE: MOO). It has $914.5 million in assets
under management and the best ticker symbol out there, says Spencer Israel, manufacturer of Benzinga's PreMarket Prep. It has a 26-week rate of return of 31.32%, according to the ETF database. It has risen 29.89 per cent in the past six months and closed at $82.14 last week. * VanEck Rare Earth Vectors/Strategic Metals ETFs (NYSE: REMX) holds
stockpiles of companies that produce rare earth metals such as titanium, molybdenum, ceium, manganese and tungsten. He has $421.1 million in managed assets. The ETF's 26-week return is 89.57%, and its share price closed last week at $72.38, up 87.90% for six months. * For clean copper games, also check out the Barclays iPath Bloomberg Copper
Subindex (NYSEARCA: JJC), which is an exchange-traded note, and the United States Copper Index Fund (NYSE: CPER), exchange-traded Source: PexelsSee more from Benzinga * Click here for options to trade from * Tesla Takes Legal Action Against Chinese News Outlet Over Report on 'Sweatshop' Conditions at Shanghai Gigafactory: Global Times *
Chairman of Swiss Bank Benjamin de Rothschild Dies of Heart Attack aged 57 (C) 2021 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights reserved. Erstattung der rund €3700 für Deutsche in einigen FällenThanks to the surge in the number of SPACs and the media coverage of them, Chamath Palihapitiya has become a familiar name
among traders. Now he asks people what more he can offer them for investment choices. What happened: Palihapitiya took to Twitter to ask his 730,000 followers if they wanted a new investment offer featuring access to all his investments. Palihapitiya's tweet offered four options in a poll titled What You Want. Options were * SocialCapital ETF * SC HoldCo
(a la $BRK) * SC Venture Syndicate * Nothing- f*** off ... The social capital ETF was overwhelmingly the favorite, with 47.2% of the vote from the more than 76,000 people who took part in the poll. SC HoldCo, which would operate similarly to Berkshire Hathaway Inc (NYSE: BRK-A) (NYSE: BRK-B) and likely trade as a stock, came in second place with
13.4%. Palihapitiya has been compared to this generation of Warren Buffett. What's next: Palihapitiya has hinted that it has offered ETFs before, and the poll results could get the legendary investor closer to making it a reality given the interest. Its social capital Hedosophia was established as a concept called IPO 2.0 to provide an alternative path to
traditional IPO for innovative technology companies to go public. Palihapitiya aims to bring SPACs to the public with symbols running all the way from IPOA to IPOZ. My ambition is to be the Berkshire Hathaway of our generation. It will be Berkshire, a holding company that, instead of holding Gillette and Coca-Cola and McDonald's, will hold technology
businesses, said Palihapitiya Fortune last year. Palihapitiya invests $100 million of her own personal money in deals she does to show skin in the game. With SpaCs Palihapitiya trading at a premium before announcing the offer, a holding company or ETF offering access to all SPACs could see great interest. Related article: 5 things you may not know about
Chamath PalihapitiyaPotential Holdings: Social Capital Holding Company or Chamath ETF would include SPACs from Social Capital Hedosophia and also companies Palihapitiya supported as a pipe member. Social Capital has launched six SPACs, three of which are finalising agreements, one pending and two without targets. Virgin Galactic Holdings
(NYSE: SPCE), Opendoor Technologies (NASDAQ: OPEN) and Clover Health Investments (NASDAQ: CLOV) all completed mergers of SPAC. Social Capital Hedosophia Holdings Corp. V (NYSE: IPOE) takes SoFi public. Social Capital Hedosophia Holdings Corp. IV (NYSE: IPOD) and Social Capital Hedosophai Holdings Corp. VI (NYSE: IPOF) than
searching for targets. SPACs that Palihapitiya was involved as a member of the pipeline include MP Materials (NYSE: MP), Desktop Metal (NYSE: DM), Insu Acquisition Cop II (NASDAQ: INAQ) and ArcLight Clean Transition Corp. (NASDAQ: ACTC), which recently announced a merger with Proterra.An investments offering a basket of shares and SPACs
could also include Palihapitiya's fan base. include Amazon.com,Inc (NASDAQ: AMZN), Slack Technologies Inc (NYSE: WORK) and Tesla Inc (NASDAQ : TSLA). Disclosure: The author is a long action IPOD, SPCE. Photo credit: Cmichel67 via WikimediaSee more from Benzinga * Click here for deals from Benzinga * Cathie Wood could be launching a space
exploration ETF * 5 things you may not know about Chamath Palihapitiya (C) 2021 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights reserved. At a time when millions of people are strapped to money and rely on their income tax refunds or incentive checks, they will have to wait a little longer before they can file their taxes. 12.Úa
indicates the first date the Internal Revenue Service begins receiving and processing returns. The tax season began on January 27 last year. BlackBerry Limited (BB) is a bit of a mystery in the investment world, full of great promise, but at the same time it has let shareholders down over and over again. The company is armed with a huge patent portfolio and
offers several cutting-edge products in cybersecurity, the Internet of Things (IoT) and automotive technology. What's more, shares have risen 32% in the past two sessions after BlackBerry announced it had sold 90 smartphone technology patents to Huawei, as part of its shift away from the mobile phone space. But while BlackBerry gushes with potential, it
also disappoints quarter after quarter. In the most recent quarter, BlackBerry missed out on revenue and GAAP EPS. Most concerned the decline in revenue, down 20% year-over-year, and a significant increase in GAAP operating loss of $127 million, up from a $29 million loss a year ago. To be fair, some performance issues were related to the pandemic,
particularly in the automotive sector, where plant shutdowns translated into fewer car deliveries and therefore lower QNX licence fees. However, the company's sales have been shrinking for several years before the pandemic. For example, the five-year growth rate is -20.8%. Transforming a Company Story isn't all bad. Glimmers of hope are emerging in
what may yet shape up with a multi-year turnaround story that began in 2013, the year that John Chen took the reign of BlackBerry as CEO. At the time, the BlackBerry was a $6 billion Titanic, submerged in red ink after hitting an iceberg called the Apple iPhone. After taking over the fee, John Chen proceeded to monetize the company's patent portfolio, and
transform the mobile phone maker into a more modest $1 billion software company. The transformation took place over several years, with half a dozen acquisitions along the way, including Cylance, Good, and AtHoc. These companies were assimilated and worked into BlackBerry product streams, but they also resulted in significant impairments of goodwill,
including $500 million earlier in 2020. BlackBerry has at least stabilized its financial position, and now has positive free cash flow and adjusted EBITDA. This means that the turbulence around the company has affected its share price and resulted in an attractive valuation. BlackBerry also boasts some promising technologies that could lead to strong revenue
growth down the road. This can be a great time to invest in your BlackBerry. The valuation of BlackBerry's low valuation metrics should come as no surprise given its past problems. The company has excellent metrics versus the software industry on many fronts, summarized in the table below. BlackBerryIndustryPrice/Sales Ratio5.8511.31Price/Book
Ratio3.0711.44Gross Margin74.2%70.9%Operating Margin -9.2%-23.6 %Current Ratio2.271.57Sue debt/equity0.330.55 Metrics such as price/sale and price/book ratio suggest that the BlackBerry is quite undervalued, with a strong probability that that the stock will surpass once the company's future potential is recognized in the market. It is not at all
unreasonable to expect a 2x to 3x increase in share prices from its current level. BlackBerry IVY BlackBerry's recent announcement regarding its strategic alliance with Amazon Web Services (AWS) may be enough to kick-start the company's share price. The exclusive partnership provides instant credibility along with Big Data thinking on vehicle data,
resulting in unlimited potential for third-party applications in areas such as vehicle insurance, maintenance, EV charging, and connected vehicles. AWS provides BlackBerry IVY cloud connectivity, scalability, and global reach. This initiative will provide BlackBerry with a new source of recurring revenue in the automotive market, where it already has software
installed in more than 175 million cars. Spark Suite In addition to blackberry IVY, there are several other promising technologies emerging from BlackBerry, including Spark Suite, which combines Endpoint Management with Endpoint Security, a logical step in the development of mobile devices. Spark Suite provides Zero Trust, an emerging concept of
cybersecurity that is becoming a necessity for businesses such as mobile devices such as wearable devices to become the norm in the workplace. In addition to THE IVY and Spark Suite, BlackBerry has several other more advanced product offerings, including QNX, BlackBerry AtHoc, and BlackBerry SecuSUITE. While not as exciting as recent BlackBerry



initiatives, they provide stable and growing revenue. Wall Street's take from Wall Street analysts, BlackBerry a Hold analyst consensus based on 3 Hold ratings. In addition, the average price target of $8 puts the potential for a drop to 18.7%. (See BlackBerry Inventory Analysis at TipRanks) The summary and conclusions of BlackBerry have a turbulent past,
downsizing from a $6 billion hardware company to a $1 billion software company over the past seven years. Sales fell by 20% year-on-year in the last quarter, but much of the weak performance can be attributed to the soft car sector as a result of the pandemic. QNX royalties and royalties will accelerate as the global economy grows. Despite several years of
disappointing results, the company has stabilised its financial position and appears to be in a position to narrow down several high-tech businesses, including its exclusive partnership with AWS and management and business mobility security. Given the very low valuation, this could be the perfect time to invest in your BlackBerry. Please note: The
information contained herein is for informational purposes only. Nothing in this Article should be taken as a request for the purchase or sale of securities. China has proposed this exclusively for peopleat 8.6% interest on its savings accounts, crypto fintech platform BlockFi offers an interesting option for savers disappointed by low rates. Some traditions are
too time-honored to shy away, and on Wall Street, annual 'top picks' are one. Usually at the very end or very early in the year, street analysts publish reviews of stocks they believe will show the best performance in the coming months - their top picks. Analysts have been carefully analyzing each stock, looking at its past and current performance, its trends in
different time frames, management plans - they take everything into account. Their recommendations provide a valuable direction for building a resilient portfolio in the new year. In this context, we used the TipRanks database to identify three actions that analysts describe as their top tips for 2021. Talos Energy (TALO) The Gulf of Mexico has long been
known as one of the world's largest hydrocarbon mining regions and Talos Energy, which produces about 48,000 barrels of oil equivalent per day from offshore operations in the Persian Gulf, is an important player in the area. Talos ended the third quarter of 2020 with a net loss, but revenue, at $135 million, were up 53% gradually. The company reported
more than $353 million in available liquidity by the end of the quarter, including $32 million in cash on hand and $321 million in available loans. In December last year, and continuing into this January, Talos cemented its liquidity situation through senior issues secured notes. The December issue, at $500 million to 12%, will be used mainly to pay off the
previous note issue, which comes due next year. January $100 million will be used to cover outstanding debt at a reserve-based credit facility. Both issues with the remarks are due in 2026. Highlighting TALO as its top E&amp;P pick for 2021, Northland analyst Subash Chandra wrote, TALO is one of the few companies that we are aware of trading at PDP
end values for no good reason, in our view. The company has dealt with the maturity wall and loan facility highlights with a December share offer and refi. By 2021, they're entering with breathing space to cross the finish line with Zam and look for scaling options in the GoM. To that end, Chandra rates TALO outperform (i.e. Buy), and puts a $19 price target,
indicating the potential for 91% growth in the coming months. (To watch Chandra's record, click here) Overall, with five analyst reviews on set, including 4 buys and one Hold, Talos gets a Strong Buy rating from consensus analysts. The shares are priced at $9.96, and their $14.33 average target puts ~44% up on the one-year horizon. (See TALO inventory
analysis at TipRanks) Twilio (TWLO) Next up is Twilio, a Silicon Valley cloud communications company. Twilio's software services allow customers to run their telecommunications services through their office computer servers, allowing not only phone calls, but also chats, texts and video conversations. The service includes security features such as user
authentication. The COVID pandemic and the transition to remote working, which has been promoted in the economy, have been a blessing to Twilio. The shift put a premium on stable and reliable remote connections and work from home, and the company's revenue, which was already strong and reported sequential gains in each quarter, rose to $447
million in 3Q20. Twilio shares have risen sharply by 225 per cent in the past 52 weeks. Oppenheimer analyst Ittai Kiddron sees the company on a solid footing for further growth, writing: While some builds and takes are in place in 1Q21, Twilio's long-term opportunity remains underrated by investors. We believe that the company's differentiated product
portfolio (communication/data) and evolving GTM approach (lease/GSI) can drive G2K/int'l adoption/expansion and enable &gt;30% rev. growth in scale (&gt; $4B/$6B) via CY23/24. 5-star analyst selects TWLO as the 'top pick,' based on his positive analysis of Twilio. This comes with an outperform (i.e. Buy) rating and a $550 price target meaning one-year
growth of 41%. (To watch Kiddron's record, click here) How does Kiddron's bullish bet weigh against the street? Overall, Wall Street likes Twilio, a fact clear from 21 analysts reviews on the record. No fewer than 18 of them are buys, against just 3 holds. However, the stock's recent share gains have pushed the price up to $388.65, leaving room just 2% up
before hitting the $396.88 average price (See TWLO Inventory Analysis at TipRanks) SI-Bone SI-Bone Medical technology is an area of near-infinite possibilities, and SI-Bone has found a niche. The company specializes in diagnosing sand treatment for pain and dysfunction in the sacroiliac joint between the lower back and pelvis. The company's sales have
fallen between 4Q19 and 2Q20 since the corona crisis gave a damper to optional medical procedures. It has turned around in the 3rd many industries, including the medical field, have seen a burst of pent-up demand that has not yet dissuaded. In raw numbers, SIBN reported a 42% sequential increase in revenue for Q3, with the top line at $20.3 million.
Year-on-year, sales increased by 26%. During the quarter, the company underwent 50,000 iFuse procedures, handled by 2,200 surgeons worldwide. The company had $132 million in liquid assets available at the end of the quarter, against $39.4 million in long-term debt. Looking ahead, the company is leading an 8% to 10% yoy profit in full-year revenue for
2020, expecting the top line to be $73 million to $74 million. Analyst David Saxon, who covers shares for Needham, says SIBN has shown resilience during the pandemic, and we believe its growth drivers can enable it to beat consensual revenues during 2021. Saxon uses these points to support its 'top pick' status for SIBN. His average price target is $35,
suggesting an upside down 23%, and fitting nicely with his Buy rating. (To watch the Sasky Record, click here) All in all, SI-Bone gets a Strong Buy from Wall Street, and that's unanimous - based on 5 positive reviews. The shares are selling for $28.48, and their $33.80 average target means room for ~19% growth over 2021. (See SIBN Inventory Analysis at
TipRanks) To find good ideas for trading stocks at attractive valuations, visit TipRanks' Best Stock Buy, a newly launched tool that brings together all tipranks' stock insights. Warning: The views expressed in this article are only those of the analysts mentioned. The content is for informational purposes only. It is very important to do your own analysis before
making any investment. New retirees are like recent college graduates - they're on their own after years of the same routine, and they need to find a new path to follow. This type of pensioner ventures into the unknown, taking on a new job that I've never done before. China, which is often criticised for a lack of innovation. If you haven't heard of the loan
saver, you'll want to get up to speed. Each week Trifecta Stocks identifies names that look bearish and can present interesting investment opportunities on the short side. Using technical analysis charts of these stocks and, if appropriate, recent events and classes from TheStreet Quant Ratings, we are zero to five currencies. While we won't be weighing in
with fundamental analysis, we hope this piece will give investors interested in stocks on the way down a good starting point to do more homework on names. Andrew LeftCitron Research's Andrew Left criticized insurance company Lemonade Inc. (NYSE: LMND) on Friday, saying its action more is based on empty marketing tactics. Lemonade Bear Case: In
a live Twitter video, Left rejected Lemonade Inc.'s claims of bringing new technology into the insurance industry, saying the company's technology is no different from insurers like Progressive Corp. (NYSE: PGR) or state farms. They lied to their customers and shareholders, the well-known short seller said. The company did not respond to a request for
comment. No ESG company: He also blasted Lemonade's claim to be a social good company as a simple marketing ploy. Left said Lemonade uses younger investors' interest to support companies that have a positive social impact, such as Tesla Inc (NASDAQ: TSLA). It plays to millennial investors, he said, adding that the company has a higher multiple
than Zoom Video Communications (NASDAQ: ZM), Uber Technologies Inc (NYSE: UBER) or Tesla Inc (NASDAQ: TSLA). Lemonade insiders have sold $400 million in the past six months but gave just $1 million to charity last year, he said. The left said the Securities and Exchange Commission and the Federal Trade Commission should take a closer look
at companies that claim to be socially responsible. Share price: Shares of Lemonade ended Friday trading down 6.79% at $147.74 on Friday. Left video posted on Twitter at 11:30 a.m. a.m.Related Link: XL Fleet Spikes on CNBC Plug CEO, Citron's Long CallSee More from Benzinga * Click Here for Options Stores from Benzinga * Hillman Group in Talks
with Tilman Fertitta SPAC: Bloomberg *6 Sports SPACs Consider For Your Investment Playbook (C) 2021 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights reserved. China is knowing this is a rich history... * Benzinga has explored the prospects for many investors' favorite stocks over the past week. * A week of bullish calls including an
electric vehicle leader and a recovering dealer. * Ride-sharing companies and semiconductor manufacturers were among the bearish calls. As the fourth-quarter earnings reporting season got underway last week, major U.S. indexes lost a bit of ground. The Dow Jones industrial average closed the week down 1%, and the S&P 500 and Nasdaq retreated
slightly more. Of course, much of the attention during the week was focused on the political drama in Washington, D.C. The U.S. president became the first ever to be impeached twice, after the previous week's chaos at the U.S. Capitol. Social pulled the plug on the president and others who fomented the uprising. The outgoing president has also kept up the
pressure on China, while the incoming president is assessing a huge program of pandemics and economic recovery. In corporate reports, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission opened a probe into the oil giant, the semiconductor leader announced management changes, the casino owner and Republican megadonor died, and the Detroit Auto Show
was canceled. Despite all this, Benzinga continues to explore prospects for many of the stocks most popular with investors. Here are a few of last week's most bullish and bearish posts that are worth a different look. Bulls Tesla Inc (NASDAQ: TSLA) is not a car maker, but rather a disruptive technology company. So says Shivdeep Dhaliwal's Tesla reaching T
awards in 2 years? Here's what inspires Daniel Ives' Optimistic Goal. Are U.S. political developments bullish for the Elon Musk-led company? Priya Nigam's Marathon Oil Gets Upgrade Due to Higher Oil Prices, More Cash Return to Shareholders is focused on how Marathon Oil Corporation (NYSE: MRO) is likely to generate around $2 billion in the next few
years. In Jayson Derrick's Baird Upgrades to Walgreens Boots, an expected turnaround in 'Train Wreck' Performance, see several catalysts that could help turn around specialty retailer Walgreens Boots Alliance Inc. (NASDAQ: WBA). Nvidia's comprehensive involvement in the gaming market continues strong demand: Rosenblatt from Shanthi Rexaline
explores how the competitive position of NVIDIA Corporation (NASDAQ: NVDA) in the gaming GPU market will only get better. In Cantor Analyst Raises Aphria and Tilray Price Targets amid mergers, Jelena Martinovic discusses why the impending merger with Tilray Inc ( NASDAQ: TLRY) overshadowed recent disappointing quarterly results from Aphria Inc.
(NASDAQ: APHA). For more bullish calls from last week, also check out the following: * Study: Investors say Tesla, Apple and Microsoft were 2020 top stocks * Why KeyBanc is bullish on these 4 Casino StocksBears The Japanese technology investment giant has trimmed its stake in Uber Technologies Inc (NYSE: UBER), according to SoftBank Dumps B
worth of Uber shares after a stock rally from Aditya Raghunath. See how much stake in the ride-sharing company remains and whether it is still the biggest investment in the company's portfolio. Shanthi Rexaline's Why Intel CEO Transition Is Negative for AMD: Analyst Says Blue Sky Scenario for Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. (NASDAQ: AMD) May Start to
Crumble as Its Opponent Gets Back on Its Feet. How many are AMD share profits on servers that could moderate? In Chris Katje, Palantir is vulnerable with valuation and lockup concerns, Citi says, to see if shares of software company Palantir Technologies Inc (NYSE: PLTR) have run too far. Plus, a large share around the same time as the upcoming
earnings report. JPMorgan says hydrogen stock Plug Power traded at 'steep prices,' downgrades of FuelCell Energy's Jayson Derrick shows why the compelling path to $1.2 billion in sales by 2024 for Plug Power Inc (NASDAQ: PLUG) hasn't impressed one top analyst. For more bearish takes, be sure to check out these posts: * Why investment strategist
Ed Yardeni is worried about Tech Stocks, Bitcoin-Led Market Meltdown* 'You're A Fool' Who Will 'Lose Everything' If You Take on Debt to Invest in Crypto, Mark Cuban Says *How Does Retail Perform During the Holidays? At the time of writing this article, the author had no position in the above actions. Photo Courtesy of PixabayKeep with all the latest news
and business ideas following Benzinga on Twitter.See more from Benzinga* Click here for options stores from Benzinga*Barron's Picks and Pans: Dividend Aristocrats, Alibaba, GameStop, Walmart and other *Notable Insider buys last week: Howard Hughes, Party City, Perrigo and more (C) 2021 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment
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